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Desired Outcomes

Most manufacturing companies back up their 
data, but a disaster, or any interruption to their 
network infrastructure, could leave them 
without a platform to which data can be 
restored and on which applications can execute.

Having a fully functional compute and storage 
solution, to which a company could reliably fail 
over, in a short amount of time, with minimal 
disruption to their applications is what modern 
day manufacturing companies need.

Our DRaaS solution not only provides you with 
a reliable and complete computing platform on 
which you can test frequently and easily, but 
also provides the services to make sure it’s 
available when you need it.

Challenges Ideal Solution

Manufacturing : Modern 
manufacturing demands 
systems be available 24x7 
In today’s global economy, manufacturing companies 
have an elevated dependence on their sophisticated ERP 
systems.  These systems are vital to continued 
production and fulfillment of customer orders. Downtime 
of even one day can have a devasting impact to the 
viability of a manufacturing company. 



Beyond Impact
Disaster Recovery as a 
Service

Work with our experienced DR architects to 
customize a DR solution to your specific RPO 
and RTO requirements.  Working with your 
team, we can deliver the entire project from 
start to finish.

Follow a Proven Process

We take care of dotting the i’s and crossing the 
t’s where your DR plan is concerned.  Under or 
vigilant watch, you can be assured that your DR 
plan never gets stale and that your DR resources 
are functioning. And we’ll be engaged whether 
it’s just a test or something more serious.

Beyond Impact’s Proprietary Care

Utilize the Microsoft Cloud and the mature and 
proven Azure Site Recovery services to keep 
VMs and data synchronized with aggressive 
RTOs.

Microsoft Azure Site Recovery

Beyond Impact – We Are People Who Solve.  And we can 
solve that nagging Disaster Recovery issue that’s been 
causing you heartburn for years.  You can know your 
RTO!  And you can know that it works, by testing and 
retesting, in a live failover scenario.  



Beyond Impact's
Disaster Recovery as a 
Service + Microsoft Azure

Our experience in providing infrastructure 
support and monitoring of critical applications 
for our clients, leveraging Microsoft Azure tools, 
insure your DR site is ready when needed.

Active Support and Monitoring

Whether you’re performing monthly failover 
testing of your Microsoft ASR configuration, or 
you have an actual outage that you’re 
experiencing, Beyond Impact is by your side in 
either event, assuring all goes according to plan.

Active Failover Servicing

Your mission critical, tier-one applications, those 
which your company can’t do without, are 
discovered, configured to ASR, tested and 
retested. Ultimately, it can be proven with a Live 
Failover Test. 

Critical Applications – Active in ASR

We are masters of DR planning and support, that much is 
sure.  However, every IT manager knows that a plan is 
only as good as the technology that underlies it and 
onto which it is deployed.  And Microsoft’s Azure Site 
Recovery (ASR) service and their Cloud infrastructure is 
what makes this all more than just a dream; it can now 
be reality for you. 



Customer success: Kodak 
Alaris' Successful 
Production Failover Test

Our architects and engineers worked closely 
with Kodak Alaris IT to build their primary 
production environment and all non-production 
environments in Azure.

Azure Provides
Using a combination of Azure tools, Kodak 
Alaris and Beyond Impact were able to 
gracefully down the primary environment and 
bring the DR environment online; test 
communication and data integrity. Success!

The Production Failover Test

Our engineers configured the necessary 
replication targets and backup schedules to 
coincide with Kodak Alaris' RPO and RTO 
requirements. And then documented.

Azure Replication and Backup

"I feel no hesitancy in signaling to our company's 
leadership that we have confidence in a disaster recovery 
solution if that need were to arise. Our company's trust 
in the Kodak Alaris' IT department is a direct result of 
your high-quality work."

- Joseph Calabrese, Operations Manager



Put your Disaster 
Recovery plan on a solid 
foundation today!
Get a free discovery session: 
[https://success.beyondimpactllc.com/draas]
Call for more information: [612-814-0821]
Ask a question via email: [sales@beyondimpactllc.com]
Learn more: [https://success.beyondimpactllc.com/draas]
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